
Building Resilient Thinking



When talking with clients – logic can 
fail

Why?

It has a lot to with the thinking pattern 
of the client

Thinking is rigid

Makes it harder to see current 
situation accurately

Or have a productive emotion about 
the situation



Resilient thinking is connected to the 
hippocampus in the brain

Part of the limbic system

Levels of brain-derived neurotrophic 
factor (BDNF) in the hippocampus is 
implicated in depression and ability to 
cope with stress hormones

BDNF is a protein that’s involved in the 
survival of neurons and stimulates 
growth and helps with neuroplasticity



Stress reduces BDNF, and studies show low 
levels in those with major depression

Antidepressants can increase BDNF

Gut microbiota helps maintain BDNF levels

Prebiotics help promote gut bacteria and 
increase BDNF

GOS (dairy) and FOS (numerous fruits, 
vegetables) have increased BDNF in rat 
study with GOS having a greater effect



Anxiety also correlated with resilience

Mindfulness can be helpful to reduce 
anxiety and increase a sense of resilience

Meditation may do this also, but studies 
have mixed results

Understanding how emotional resilience 
helps physical healing is important and is 
the subject of many studies

Hormones play a role



Thoughts drive our emotions and 
physiology

We can’t always control what happens 
to us

But we can control how we interpret it

Thinking patterns can be a trap and 
there are different types

You can have one way of thinking in 
your job and another at home, etc.



Mind Reading
Assuming what another person is 
thinking or expecting them to know 
what you’re thinking

Usually negative “he must think I’m 
stupid”

Can make people shut down, not 
communicate, run away

Person believes they already know 
what the other person thinks and 
therefore does not reach or ask for 
help



Me Trap
Think you are the sole cause of the 
problem or setback

No wonder he thinks I’m stupid – look 
how long it takes me to get things 
done

Leads to feelings of guilt and sadness

And creates an ongoing pattern of guilt 
and sadness



Them Trap
Believe other people or circumstances are the 
sole cause of the problem or setback

I want to lose weight, but everyone is always 
sabotaging me by inviting me to dinner or 
offering me food

I lost my temper because the situation was so 
unfair

Believing the cause is someone else,  they can 
justify their behavior (anger, indulging, etc.)

Anger is a common reaction



Catastrophizing

Going around and around in the worst 
case scenarios – an imbalance in the 
assessment of the threat

If I don’t change my diet, people will 
think I’m weak, I’m going to feel like 
crap all the time, I‘m going to get sick

Blocks the person from taking action

Can’t focus on new ideas or changes



Helplessness

Negative event is going to impact all areas 
of your life and you have no control –
everything is going to be ruined

It’s never going to work, I can’t find the 
time to exercise, it’s going to interfere 
with my job and cause me more stress –
there’s no point in trying

Generates a feeling of hopelessness and 
helplessness

Want to give up



Exercise
Which of these traps do you fall into?

Pick a problem that you have, identify how you 
would feel, what your reactions would be and 
how each thinking trap would affect your 
physiology

Make a list of what you think is the cause –
which type of thinking do you do?

Use this to help you figure out what your clients 
are doing

Learning to do this about you will help you spot 
it in them



What To Do
Challenge the thoughts in real time

This is a skill to develop

Once the type of thinking is identified 
– each time it starts – challenge it

1. Evidence – is there data to prove to 
you it’s not true – make a video so it 
creates a picture and crowds out 
the thought

That’s not true because…



2. Reframe – Using optimism, think of 
another more optimistic way to 
think of the situation

3. Plan – When catastrophizing – in 
flight or flight with too much 
anxiety – can’t think straight

“If x were to happen, I would …”

Make a plan for that catastrophe –
allows your mind to relax

Done in the moment – real time



Exercise For You
Picture a situation you’re about to go into –
something that you’re not confident in doing

Go over the thinking traps and write down 
any counter-productive thoughts

Identify what they are

Now apply each of the 3 strategies: 

What evidence do you have that the thought 
is not true? How can you reframe it? What 
plan do you have if the negative thought 
actually happens?



Once you go through this exercise – do you 
think you can put a client through it?

Helping them identify counter-productive 
thoughts and use the strategies to change the 
thinking pattern will help them continue to 
make changes

This strategy can be used ahead of time before 
the stressor occurs (before the anxiety takes 
over) so you’re prepared



Helping clients develop resilience will 
aid their physical healing

It also improves their emotional well-
being 

It can help them recognize beliefs they 
didn’t realize they had

And it will make them feel more 
comfortable in their mind, body and 
life


